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Drunk with Blood of the Saints 

Rev 17:6 

(6)  And I saw the woman drunken with the blood of the saints, and with the blood of the 
martyrs of Jesus: and when I saw her, I wondered with great admiration. 

Rev 18:24 

(24)  And in her was found the blood of prophets, and of saints, and of all that were slain upon 
the earth. 

 

USA Islamic Jihad: Lies, Bloodshed, and Terror 

Samuel Adams “sacrifices” 
"Contemplate the mangled bodies of your countrymen, and then say, 'What should be the reward of 

such sacrifices?'" --Samuel Adams 

While the political and social climate in America have been in upheaval from those who still have not 

gotten over the fact that Hillary lost the election, there are problems other than array of divisive politics 

that are going on right now.  That problem is that Islamic Jihad has not gone away. In fact under Obama 

and his eight years of rule we saw an unprecedented amount of people coming into this nation.  Further, 

many of them were Muslims who we know nothing about.  Howbeit, there were many others as well, of 

these we also know little about them. We saw a number of attacks in this nation from Muslims that took 

many American lives. Yet for all intents and purposes the Democrats and Republicans all choose not to 

understand the battle and danger of Islamic terror.  

To ignore it is foolish and to do nothing is inviting trouble. A staunch warning is given by a Russian 

Archbishop.  Vsevovlod Chaplin was born March 31st, 1968 and was immediately introduced to 

agnosticism. His Father was a Professor and an agnostic. Yet Vsevovlod went to school and in time 

ended up in the Moscow Theological Seminary.  He was ordained to Priesthood in 1994. A Russian 

Celibate Priest of the Russian Orthodox Church he gives a warning to the west especially.  

USA Islamic Jihad: Fighting Terrorism 
“Any fight against terrorism is moral; we can even call it a holy fight.” Archbishop Vsevovlod Chaplin;  

head of the Synodal Department for Church and Society Relations,    

In examining the role of Russia in Syria and elsewhere, the point of how Russia came to the aid of 

Christians globally; starting in Syria. While the Middle East polities of America have failed, in Iraq and 

Afghanistan; we also see that America’s role in Libya and in Syria have been a disaster. Under Obama, 
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the actual role of America was limited while the biggest of jihads were going on killing thousands and 

thousands of Christians, Yazidis, and other minorities. When Russia went into Syria, the role with Assad 

was able to stop the push of Isis. In fact, Putin became the Caesar and Roman protector to countless 

Christians who had lost everything, including sacred sites and churches. However; Christians in Iraq and 

Syria lost land that they had been on for decade. But as Iben Thranholm, one of the most read of Danish 

Columnists write in an Article featured on R/T; we see clearly that America caused some problems.  

Not only has the USA, supposedly ‘God’s Own Country’, created hell on earth for Christians all over 

the Middle East and then turned a blind eye to beheadings, rape of children and unspeakable 

atrocities. America appears to be deaf, dumb and blind to the problem, and that is obviously bad 

enough. But in addition to this, Western foreign policy has failed miserably. Russia, a game changer 

for global Christianity; R/T International 

USA Islamic Jihad: American Jihadi Face  
 

But the problem for America is not yet over. As we have 

real, live, Islamic terrorists in America; to put it bluntly, 

Islamic Jihadists.  

The Clarion Project writes on just who the average 

American that is willing to fight for ISIS is. Clarion cites the 

Australian Strategic Policy Institute which did a study 

titled, “The American Face of ISIS”.  In it we find out that 

American Inductees into ISIS fighting machine were 83% 

US citizens with 65% of these born in the US. WOW, for all 

intents and purposes these guys should be true blood 

Americans, but they are not. Further, 83% of these men 

were brought on board by ISIS propaganda through the 

internet, video, execution videos, and lectures by terrorist 

leaders.  What also makes these figures staggering is that 

30% are converts to Islam; this includes 43% of these being 

US born inductees.  

We find out that “The average age is 27 years, ranging 

from a low of 17 to a high of 52”…Clarion project graphic 

64% of these average Americans fighting with ISIS had 

completed some college or more. Only half of these were single and had never married. 14% had 

confirmed mental illness while 13% had previously been convicted of violent crime.  Clarion Project, 

Share this information  
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The above reveals startling facts. But one thing for sure, we have known for many years of Islam in the 

Prisons in the USA. Being led by radical clerics, Islam took root in prisons and converted many inmates. 

While Christianity languished, Islam took root. We see from the above statistics that of those American 

Jihadists, 13% were previously inmates and/or convicted felons. 

USA Islamic Jihad: American Foreign Policy 
The policies of America in the Middle East and the current anti-Russian push by John McCain and others 

are a pinprick in the destruction of modern western society. Unless we can all, America and Russia; 

along with the UK and other “originally and predominately Christianized nations” find a way to work 

together against violent jihadists then our societies will be defeated. Both by the open door policies who 

have welcomed in Muslims and by the Jihadists outside the nation; many of whom are already in place 

in America. Then add in the anti-American systems of Islam like Iran who view us as the enemy, you can 

understand that the danger is paramount.  We then also add in another concern, that of close ally Israel, 

who has fought Muslim jihadists for years who deny that the Jewish nation has a right to exist.  

Patrick Henry “Public Liberty” 
"Guard with jealous attention the public liberty. Suspect everyone who approaches that jewel. 

Unfortunately, nothing will preserve it but downright force. Whenever you give up that force, you are 

inevitably ruined." --Patrick Henry 

USA Islamic Jihad: The Mix in America 
Today we have Donald Trump in place and his policies to protect America are being criticized by 

Muslims, Democrats, Republicans, and many others who have fundamental axes to grind with the 

administration’s policies. But the effort for America to exist and to fight successfully is at odds with the 

policies of the past Obama administration that pushed Muslim pro-refugee and immigrant policies 

among many other things. If we can agree on the threat, then we can then find a way to successfully 

survive intact. If we can also work with Russia and other nations against the threat of Islamic Jihadists 

who want worldwide global Islam, then we can win.  

 But the pessimism is obvious here. We are a nation, along with those in the E.U., and the UK; all of 

which deny the threat of Islam to modern western civilization. While many Muslims become citizens and 

welcome in the system and the freedoms of modern western nations like ours; many times we find 

others who are Muslim do not. This is the threat.  

USA Islamic Jihad: Trumps Military Men Appointees 
Trump, though has put into the system of American governance, three Military men with proven 

records.   These men are: 
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James Matthis 

 

He is the 26th and current Secretary of Defense for the United States.   

He is a retired United States Marine Corps general. He previously served as the 11th Commander of 

United States Central Command, the Unified Combatant Command responsible for American military 

operations in the Middle East, Northeast Africa, and Central Asia, from August 11, 2010, to March 22, 

2013. 

John F. Kelly 

 

John F. Kelly who is the fifth and current Secretary of Homeland Security. 

He is a retired United States Marine Corps general and the former commander of United States 

Southern Command, the Unified Combatant Command responsible for American military operations in 

Central America, South America and the Caribbean. Kelly previously served as the commanding general 

of the Multi-National Force—West in Iraq from February 2008 to February 2009, and as the commander 

of Marine Forces Reserve and Marine Forces North in October 2009.  
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H.R. McMaster 

 

H. R. McMaster who is the National Security Advisor.  

His current military assignment is Director of the Army Capabilities Integration Center, and Deputy 

Commanding General, Futures, U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command. 

Now while we need more than just military men to oversee both the protection and integration of 

security in our nation, we also need the Lord’s protection. But in America, make no mistake; this nation 

has gone missing when it comes to Christianity and the true faith. We have drifted far and have had 

eight years of lawlessness and liberal policies, of which we have seen anti-Christian policies out of the 

Obama administration.  So the truth here is, solid believing Christians need to pray for those in authority 

and to pray protection over their own family and loved ones.  

But you can be sure that Trump and those he has appointed have more guts and fortitude to protect 

America than the previous guard of pro-Islam, never say Islamic Jihad appointees that Obama pushed 

down the American public’s throat.  America has been in denial to the real threat of Islamic Jihadi threat 

for many years.  

In addition; to have three top military men in security posts may frighten the left along with those who 

think America is targeting minorities; but if you are not doing anything wrong, then you have nothing to 

worry about. These men will have to derail pro-Islamic Jihadists and their schemes in America. But they 

will also have to work with other nations to stop the Jihadi threats elsewhere.  

USA Islamic Jihad: Embedded in America’s System 
Within our Shores are “fierce Islamic Jihadists”, you can believe this! The problem with Obama and his 

minions is that they never really believed it was an Islamic problem. It was just a number of 

misinformed, misguided Muslims who perverted Islam itself. Taken out of historical context, Obama led 

America as did other American leaders like Bush. They were first ready to declare it was not Islam that 

the system itself was peaceable and not at war with the nations. But this is a historical lie. The Christian 
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and Islamic’s fought a crusade already. That was Christian crusaders who fought Islam as it intended to 

take over and destroy the infidel.  

We have been fighting the historical and religious nature of Islamic jihad for years now. It is that system, 

a political religious system which has been warring in Iraq, Syria, and Libya by the hands of ISIS. Then we 

find other groups also fighting like Boko Haram, Al-shabbab, Al-Qaeda, and the Taliban just to name a 

few. There are many others and these won’t give up anytime soon.  

In America the fight is on and today many are averse to naming that Muslims are involved in jihad. The 

truth is the battles we have fought and the ongoing Christian persecution is done for the most part by 

Muslims against Christians. Yes, there are others as I have previously covered in other articles. But in 

Indonesia, Syria, Iran, Iraq, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Sinai, Libya, Kenya, Nigeria, and many other 

areas of the world we find Christians being oppressed, persecuted, put in jail, beheaded, killed, their 

daughters or wives raped, and more.  Many times we find Christian persecution rife in Muslim countries. 

There are times and events when the persecution is carried out by Jihadists in those nations. But we also 

track the facts that in general Muslims in other nations do persecute Christians and view them as 

fodder, minorities who do not count. This is evident by the persecution and news that flows out of these 

nations. Simply put, if you’re a Christian in a Muslim nation you will face some sort of persecution or 

discrimination.  

There is a video by the Clarion project that we have had on our site. They have been doing short intro’s 

of the main movie, called the Third Jihad. In episode eight called Honor killings we find a short video that 

reveals the honor killing of women at hands of families of Islam.  

The Third Jihad, Clarion Project episode 8 uncovers the tragic world of radical Islam and honor violence. 

Men and Women abusing and murdering their children for the sake of the family's honor. In this short 

clip we find this is happening in America.  

The system in place in America is much like Europe’s push to welcome in refugees, many which are 

young, male, and Muslim. Under Obama we have seen the socialist and global agenda to welcome in the 

immigrants as they are called. But Obama’s methods were illegal and immoral. Now while America is 

made up of Immigrants, I can tell you; my forefathers and mothers came here legally as did many, many 

others. That is until the modern era and until Barack Obama arrived on the scene. It was his lawless 

reign that has pushed views of Islam that were fundamentally charged with pro-Muslim priorities. But 

Obama managed to bring to his side almost all of the politically charged left, which were political 

groups, political hacks, Hollywood elites, and many others. 

The problem is not and never has been immigrants. The problem is coming into this nation legally. Then 

once in, becoming a true American and living with our nation as an American.  

USA Islamic Jihad: The imminent danger 
1. Living in America are Muslims that are intent on fighting this nation for control in order to bring 

in a Muslim America and one that is ruled by Sharia law. 

http://www.warn-usa.com/
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2. These American Jihadists train in America and are getting ready to attack the many soft targets 

we have.  

3. I believe that the number one soft target they will attack is the same ones that ISIS and other 

Islamic groups attack around the world; that is the churches.  

4. These Jihadists also will attack Christians at home, Christian groups, and other Christian 

activities.  

5. These Jihadists won’t stop there as they will also look to attack other soft targets like: Bus 

stations, Railroad stations, Power plants, shopping malls, oil pipelines, dams, and other things 

that we have in this nation.  

6. This article is not just an article on the USA Islamic Jihad threat; it is a statement that we in this 

nation will face terror of an unprecedented nature in the future.  

7. It is imperative that we take care of the loose borders, loose security, and understand the 

threat. 

Our enemy is not the peace loving Muslim, but the Jihadists. But in general, we also find that many 

Islamic nations also routinely persecute Christians and limit their ability and religious freedoms.  But 

make no mistake here, we also find anti-Christian behavior and persecution from Hindu’s in India and 

elsewhere.   

In short we find the ongoing worldwide persecution of Christians is one that has shed more Christian 

blood in recent times than at any time in history!  

Extremist Muslims' understanding of freedom is a one-way street: Freedoms, such as religious rights, 

are "good" and must be defended if they are intended for Muslims -- often where Muslims are in 

minority. But they can simply be ignored if they are intended for non-Muslims -- often in lands where 

Muslims make up the majority. Gatestone Institute; Extremist Muslims’ One-Way Street 

This is not mere supposition, it is fact. One reported by many agencies that monitor such things: 

Gatestone Institute, Clarion project, International Christian concern, and many others.  

The bodies of two Coptic Christian men were found behind a school in El-Arish, Egypt. Saad 
Hakim Hanna, 65 years old, was shot in the head, while his son, Medhat, 45 years old, seems 
to have been burned alive. 
  
This brutal attack comes only days after an Islamic State affiliate in the Sinai Peninsula 
promised to eliminate the Christian minority, claiming that Egyptian Christians were the 
extremist group's "favorite prey." International Christian Concern; Christians in Egypt’s Sinai 
Murdered by Masked men in series of Attacks 
 

From the Clarion Project, the Death of women’s rights illustrates how at odds Islam, Sharia law, and 

those who follow it are at odds with all that is moral and decent.  

In the world of sharia law, Islamists see women as second-class citizens. Their testimony in 

court is worth half of that of a man. Horrifically, a woman can be executed for adultery even if 
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she is raped. Islamists encourage beatings and abuse of women as a form of 

misogynistic control. Clarion Project 

USA Islamic Jihad: Conclusion 
Now while there are many voices that are shocked over Donald Trump’s push to control entry into the 

USA, there is a need to do more than what has been done by Obama’s administration. Today we have 

solid military men appointed by Donald Trump who when called upon work effectively to protect 

America and her interests.  You have a much better chance of survival with Donald Trump and true 

Americans in security positions who understand the threat of Islamic jihad.  You have a better chance of 

survival as well with a President who is pro-Israel and will stand with her against all her enemies.  The 

heel of America is no longer up and against Israel anymore.  

There is also need to refresh relations with Russia, to back Israel as we should have been doing, and to 

make sure our foreign policies are reworked so as not to continue the horrid American foreign policies.  

For many, many years; even when we were in Afghanistan and in Iraq I noted both on our Radio shows 

and through articles on our websites that many Christians were the losers in our war to free these 

nations. It is true that the aftermath of our policies in these nations alone cost Christians dearly!  

The winners were the Islamic Jihadists who moved in to continue what our wars began. 

You have the choice to continue in the ignorance and pro Islam stance of the Obama administration and 

understand the threats to America and to the world or die. The death has already come in part to 

systems of governance in Denmark, Sweden, Germany, France, and in the UK among others who have 

avoided the truth of what unbridled immigration of Muslims will do to a democratic nation. In short the 

E.U. and the UK could easily fall into full blown war and into sharia law if they don’t wake up. What is 

more, in Canada, Australia, and in America the threats are already there and those who want to take 

over already are readying for a fight to take over the systems to create a Muslim nation and a Sharia law 

within those boundaries.  

Now this article is aimed at the survival of America through tight security means and awareness of 

threats.  It is not intended to be an all-encompassing thesis on all threats or on Christianity or against 

Islam.  

This article considers those who read it are Christians, saved, born again, and in truth follow the Lord 

Jesus Christ. It is also not intended to be a thesis on how Christians are to fight or not to fight. It is not 

intended in any way to represent the remnant believers and our ongoing teachings as to the end of day 

remnant believers.  

Simply put, there is a threat, it is Islamic jihad and this threat is in the USA right now! That Islamic threat 

will attack here in America the same way they do overseas.  
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Endtime Christian Scriptures 
That Christians must through faith and belief understand their roles in Christ according to scriptures.  

Rev 12:11 

(11)  And they overcame him by the blood of the Lamb, and by the word of their testimony; and 
they loved not their lives unto the death. 

 

Rev 12:17 

(17)  And the dragon was wroth with the woman, and went to make war with the remnant of 
her seed, which keep the commandments of God, and have the testimony of Jesus Christ. 

 

Rev 13:10 

(10)  He that leadeth into captivity shall go into captivity: he that killeth with the sword must be 
killed with the sword. Here is the patience and the faith of the saints. 

 

Rev 14:12 

(12)  Here is the patience of the saints: here are they that keep the commandments of God, and 
the faith of Jesus. 
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